ABOUT US
GCR – (GLOBAL CINEMA RELEASE)
GCR is a unique TVOD (Transactional Video on Demand) Platform

that helps passionate Content Creators, Distributors, and
Content Owners to Promote & Monetize Videos Online.
The only platform to release your movie worldwide.
TVOD is a VOD service that allows you to buy content on a payper-view basis.
You can think of it as an online Blockbuster. Consumers generally have the option to
either rent or buy.
TVOD has proven particularly effective as of recent due to its similarities with the
traditional box office monetization method. This model allows publishers to sell new film
releases online like they would sell cinema tickets. TVOD also opens up a variety of new
possibilities for publishers, like renting video content online, exclusive offers, and
introducing various pricing options.
TVOD, as a business model, truly shines in conjunction with other video monetization
models, and its best used accordingly. On the example of the movie industry, many
giants complemented their existing subscription-based VOD services by incorporating
TVOD for new film releases. That way, this model effectively substituted cinema box
office sales during this year’s lockdown.
TVOD brings various unique options to the table that ad-based and subscription-based
models don’t. Despite its being best used as a supporting monetization model, its
potency is still nothing to scoff at. Quite the contrary — TVOD has enormous revenue
potential despite its being less popular among audiences. But what exactly are TVOD’s
advantages over other models? Let’s take a look at some of them:
Exclusive Content — One of the most notable advantages TVOD has over other
monetization models is that it allows publishers to gate their content behind a paywall.
That leaves plenty of opportunities to provide exclusive content only to your most loyal or
premium viewers.
Publishing Single-Videos, Series, or Films — Although you could monetize original
content with other monetization models, TVOD allows you to drive the most profit from
it. Also, it provides full control over its distribution by minimizing the risks of piracy and
copyright infringement.
Renting Content — Renting content is a unique feature of TVOD models as it allows you
to set various prices for a piece of content or make it accessible for a time limit. This
feature fits TVOD like a glove since it will allow users to check the content out before
deciding whether to go through with their purchase or not. Having this option on your
website is sure to boost your customer satisfaction and retention rates.
Excellent Support for Hybrid Monetization Models — As we have already mentioned,
TVOD is best used in conjunction with other video monetization models if your goal is to
drive the most revenue. Using TVOD to lock your premium content behind a pay wall
while getting your audience hooked with your free content is the optimal way to drive the
most revenue in the long run.

